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The 10-year-old eatery is run by an Ethiopian family. The fragrance
of their heritage that emanates from the place separates you from the
time and the country you live in - it’s like being in a time capsule
hurtling to an authentic atmosphere not affected by the customs of
the surrounding African states. The first thing one notices is the sim-
plicity of the decor - despite the stark colors of the Ethiopian flag that
cover the walls and hang in the form of curtains, in addition to pottery
pitchers dangling from the ceiling. Every week, a flight from Ethiopia
brings the batter mixture for the injera and berbere, an essential spice
blend for Ethiopian dishes. The food is mildly spicy, so water is the
best beverage to go with it. Do not hesitate to ask for Ethiopian coffee
at the end of your meal, which comes in an earthen jug enough for
several people. Besides the rich flavor and aroma, it’s served with pop-
corn that comes in a handmade straw bowl on the side along with in-
cense burning in an evaporator.

One waitress told Kuwait Times they love to celebrate their festive
holidays by dancing, which is part of their culture. Therefore, they tend
to gather with their friends and relatives in their free time to listen to
music and dance. “It’s the best way to charge our energy for work and
uphold our positive spirit for a new day,” she said. Interestingly, some
Kuwaiti customers frequent the restaurant daily, although Ethiopian
cuisine is not known to the Kuwaiti people. I asked one of the diners
the reason for his great attachment to the restaurant, because I have
seen him more than once there. “I love the hospitable Ethiopian peo-
ple. I have become fluent in the Ethiopian language, even though I
have never travelled to their country!” he enthused.


